Introduction
James S. Gale (penname Kiil 奇一, 1863-1937) was a Canadian missionary who arrived in Korea 1 in the late nineteenth century and stayed for more than four decades. He is well known for two major achievements: his work as a theologian and his pioneering translations of Korean classics. Narrowing our concerns to the latter, we note that the most representative of the Korean works he translated and introduced to the English-speaking world were Kuunmong (A Nine Cloud Dream), Ch'unhyangjȏn (The tale of Ch'unhyang), and select Korean folk tales.
In 1971, however, Richard Rutt identified some Korean verses translated by Gale as sijo, and reintroduced these materials along with their Korean originals. 2 Moreover Rutt, in his James Scarth Gale and his History of the Korean People, traced Gale's life to describe his career and achievements as a missionary, educator, writer and translator.
Insofar as I have gathered, as of 2011 thirty-three collections of sijo in English translation have been published. 3 Some scholars insist that the sijo quoted in Kang Younghill's autobiographical novel The Grass Roof (1931) , are the first case of sijo in English translation. 4 In fact, thirty-six years prior Gale had published four sijo translations-two p'yȏng sijo and two sasȏl sijo 5 
-in
The Korea Repository of April 1895. 6 The editor of that volume, referring to Gale's four sijo translations, noted:
1. Hereafter, "Chosȏn" as the name of a country is referred to as "Korea."
2. He first presented some of Gale's sijo translations in the inaugural edition of The Bamboo Grove (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1971), while it was in his James Scarth Gale and his History of the Korean People (Seoul: Royal Asiatic Society Korea Branch, 1972 ) that Rutt presented the original texts of fifteen of Gale's translations. As for the originals of sixteen texts among the remaining seventeen translations, I collated these translations with the text of the Namhun t'aep'yȏngga to identify them. The remaining one translation (no. 32), which appeared in Gale's book Korea in Transition (New York: Eaton & Mains, 1909), is tansim ga by Chȏng Mongju.
3. For a complete list of these titles refer to the Appendix. 4 . Kim Hyojung, "Chaemi hanin munhak e inyong toen kosijo yȏngyȏk koch'al," Pigyo munhak 39 (2006), 102; Pak Miyȏng, "Miju sijo sȏnjip e nat'anan diasȗp'ora sijoron," Sijohak nonch'ong 30, no. 1 (2009), 61.
5.
As most readers will know, sijo is a traditional vernacular verse form of Korea. Sijo come in three main forms or types: p'yȏ ng sijo, or "standard/short sijo," ȏ t sijo, or "medium sijo," and sasȏ l sijo, or "long sijo." 6. The Korea Repository was a monthly review produced by missionaries in Seoul during the years 1892-1898.
As far as we know no one has yet attempted to give to the English speaking world specimens of Korean versification. It is with special pleasure therefore we welcome these contributions to our pages. 7 From this, it becomes apparent that Gale's attempt was the first case of English translation of Korean sijo.
Despite their enormous importance in Korean translation history, Gale's works have remained largely unexamined since Rutt touched upon them in 1971. Although two to three articles have recently been published by scholars of Korean literature, 8 no full-scale study has been done of Gale's translations. Since Gale's works thoroughly deserve further study, this article aims to examine his thirty-two sijo translations. The first part of this paper surveys the significance of Gale's translations in Korean translation history and examines Gale's literary background and knowledge of such things as Korean literaturespecifically, poetry, language and culture. The investigation into these areas correlates with an examination of Gale's role as a reader (or recipient) of the Namhun t'aep'yȏngga-the original text on which Gale based his translationand a discussion of the idea of "reception aesthetics," which comprises the methodological basis of this article. The second section is comprised of a detailed investigation of the content of his translation, while the conclusion examines how Gale's translation work has influenced later translations.
The Significance of Gale's Translation and Reception Aesthetics

The Significance of Gale's Works in Korean Translation History
Some time prior to 1892, Gale obtained a woodblock-printed book entitled the Namhun t'aep'yȏngga 南薰太平歌 ("Southern Fragrance Peace Songs"), an 7 . The Korea Repository, vol. 2 (April 1895), 122.
8. Yi Sanghyȏn touches briefly on Gale's sijo translations, but focuses mainly on Gale's translation of Kuunmong (Yi Sanghyȏn, "Cheimsȗ Keil [James S. Gale] ȗi 'Kuunmong' pȏnyȏk kwa munhwa ȗi pyȏnyong," Master's thesis, Sȏnggyungwan University, 2005); Song Mingyu mentions Gale's translations in his examination of the poetic theory of Homer B. Hulbert (Song Mingyu, "19 segi sȏyang sȏn'gyosa ka pon han'guksi," Master's thesis, Koryȏ University, 2008); Kim Sȗngu partly examined Gale's viewpoint on Korean verses while illuminating the standpoints of the Western missionaries in the late Chosȏn period (Kim Sȗngu, "Han'guk siga e taehan kuhanmal sȏyangindȗl ȗi koch'al kwa insik," Ȏ mun nonjip 64 [2011] ). These studies, however, have some limitations. In the cases of Yi and Song, their main subjects were not Gale's works per se, so they did not seriously consider Gale's translations. Compared to these two studies, Kim investigated Gale in detail but confined himself to Gale's translations published in the 1890s. 12 It is clear from this passage that Gale considered the songs of the book to contain the essence of the Korean spirit. For this reason he culled a selection of songs from the work, translated them and published them in missionary journals. 9 . As is well known, sijo has the dual attributes of music and poetry. As music, sijo can be sung in two different styles: the kagok ch'ang 歌曲唱 and the sijo ch'ang 時調唱. The kagok ch'ang, the predecessor of sijo ch'ang, is a traditional professional musical genre of Korea that is sung to orchestral accompaniment by expert singers. Since this music style was too complex and difficult for non-professional musicians to enjoy, Yi Sech'un, a renowned singer during the reign of King Yȏngjo (r. 1724-1776), rendered it into the simplified form of the sijo ch'ang that the common people could enjoy without the accompaniment of musical instruments. The most distinguishing difference between the two styles is that the lyrics of a sijo are divided into five chang 章 in the kagok ch'ang, and into three chang in the sijo ch'ang. Comparing the division of lyrics, the first two chang of the kagok ch'ang correspond to the first chang-i.e. the ch'ojang 初章-of the sijo ch'ang, the third chang of the former to the second chang-i.e. the chungjang 中章-of the latter, and the fourth chang of the former to the first quarter of the last chang-i.e. the chongjang 終章-of the latter and the final fifth chang to the remainder of the chongjang of the latter. The Namhun t'aep'yȏngga was a lyric book for the sijo ch'ang. In the middle of the nineteenth century during which the Namhun t'aep'yȏngga appeared, the sijo ch'ang had already prevailed over the kagok ch'ang in popularity. The book can be said to be a product and reflection of this popularity.
10. "t'aik" of Yang Keuit'aik is Gale's misreading of "t'ak," corresponding to 鐸. Gale's encounter with the Namhun t'aep'yȏngga was an important literary event in translation history. If the book had not come into the hands of Gale, a figure well-grounded and versed in literature and even possessing inherent poetic talent-he was a published poet-or had it come into the possession of someone ill-grounded and uninterested in literature or with no knowledge of Korean, the appearance of sijo in English translation might have been considerably delayed.
To be sure, Gale's work is not the first case of sijo translation into a language other than Korean. Scholar-poets such as Sin Wi 申緯 (1769-1845) and Yi Yuwȏn 李裕元 (1814-1888) rendered sijo poems into hansi or a "Sino-Korean poetry" form called so-akbu 小樂府. However, it is hard to call such translations epoch-making works because for these scholar-poets classical Chinese constituted their first language for expressing thoughts and emotions and they excelled in the composition of hansi. Therefore, it was not very difficult work for them to render sijo poems into the familiar hansi form.
Compared to these efforts, Gale's translation had different implications for Korean translation history. Gale rendered sijo into an entirely new poetic form-that of English poetry. The original sijo are characterized by a tripartite construction-usually divided into ch'ojang 初章, chungjang 中章, and chongjang 終章, a four-four syllabic pattern, a four-foot rhythmic pattern, and with the first word of the last line, the chongjang, fixed at three syllables. Such sijo characteristics show that the original sijo form and the new poetic form were born of completely different parents. In this sense, the emergence of Gale's translation, which had no predecessor in that field, signifies a destruction of preestablished norms of sijo and provided succeeding translations with a new model. In short, Gale's rendering carries great significance as the first appearance of "English-style" sijo. Thus, the new type of sijo can be considered a kind of hybrid of Korean sijo and English poetry. This is the first and the greatest significance of Gale's work in Korean translation history.
The second importance of Gale's works lies in the fact that his translations appeared in Christian journals, such as The Korea Repository and The Korea Mission Field, which were produced with the purpose of providing missionaries with useful information about Korea and thereby assisting them in carrying out their missionary work. In other words, Gale's work was not simply the translation of literary texts but served a practical function as well.
The third significance of Gale's work in Korean translation history is found in the fact that it was the product of the conversion of "lyrics to sijo songs" into "poetic form." As is well known, sijo were originally songs with lyrics and melody and sung to musical accompaniment; in other words, sijo originally had the dual nature of literature and of music. Yet from the 1920s, when a sijo revival movement arose, sijo began to be recognized as poetry, with their musical element eliminated. Today, sijo are read as poetry, and sometimes recited, but only in rare cases are they sung by professional singers.
As mentioned earlier, Gale received and understood the verses of the Namhun t'aep'yȏngga as song lyrics, and not as poems. Unlike Gale, who worked with song lyrics, succeeding translators worked with "sijo poems" for their translations. This simple difference actually resulted in great gaps in their translation process. All the sijo lyrics of the Namhun t'aep'yȏngga are recorded in vertical prosaic style and leave the last word of the last line (the chongjang) blank. In addition, there is no spacing between words or punctuation. Accordingly, Gale's translations involved not simply converting the Korean content of the sijo into its English equivalent; it also meant deconstructing the vertically-written prosaic phrases to endow them with poetical marks, and eventually reconstructing them in poetic form.
Jauss' Reception Aesthetic and Gale's Horizon of Expectations
Gale, who had never before encountered Korean verse in English translation, was likely perplexed by the prosaic-styled songs that fell into his hands, for they were totally different from the verse types familiar to him. Faced with the problem of translating them, his first priority must have been to understand the actual contents of the songs. He would have approached this problem with his inherent knowledge and experience, his understanding of Korean language and culture, and the assistance of Korean friends. In this sense, his role of a "reader" or "recipient" of the songs has to be understood before he can be understood as a "translator" of them.
Like sijo lyrics of other collections, those of the Namhun t'aep'yȏngga are recorded in vertical prose style without titles. Unlike other anthologies, however, the Namhun t'aep'yȏngga gives no explanation of the songs, nor any information about their composers. In this situation, Gale, who had no reference book or precedent for English translation, must have formulated all of his detailed translation conventions in accordance with his own tastes and his knowledge of poetry (regarding such things as titles, line numbers, rhyme scheme, rhythmic pattern, meter and so on). Accordingly, in the process of reconstructing Korean sijo into English certain shocks were administered to Gale's basic understanding of the poetic form, and his knowledge of poetry was in the process broadened and the basis for a new understanding of poetry was formed. It is for this reason that, although working with texts in translation, this study takes "reception aesthetics," rather than "translation studies," as its primary methodology and theoretical grounding.
Reception theory is a literary perspective that emphasizes the role of readers and the act of reading in understanding literary texts and literary history. Jauss' reception aesthetics, from which this article borrows its theoretical grounding, and Iser's reader response criticism are considered representative subcategories of reception theory. The most notable contribution of Jauss to literary theory is his attempt "to bridge the gap between literature and history, between historical and aesthetic approaches." 13 This was an attempt to overcome the Marxist and Formalist dichotomy by integrating the two.
The tripartite relation of literature, literary history, and the reader is well illustrated in Jauss' first thesis: "The historicity of literature rests not on an organization of "literary facts" that is established post factum but rather on the preceding experience of the "literary work" by its readers." 14 It becomes apparent from this that Jauss thought the historicity of literary works could be obtained through the "interrelations of production and reception." According to him the "reception," here, implies an "active reproduction of the past." 15 Though in the context of reception theory, the term "reception" refers mainly to the act of reading, the word covers a broad range of meanings, from reading to appreciating, viewing and listening, all of which belong to the "act of consumption." Likewise, the term "recipient" encompasses a broad spectrum of meaning, to include readers, spectators, audiences, addressees and viewers, all of whom may be covered by the term "consumer" of art.
Jauss' reception theory cannot be understood without introducing his key concept "horizon of expectations," itself drawn from Gadamer's "fusion of horizons." 16 With Jauss' unclear definition of the term, Holub explains that the term "horizon of expectations" refers to an "intersubjective system or structure of expectations," a "system of references" or a "mind-set" that a hypothetical individual might bring to any text. 17 More concretely, the term is generally used to designate "the set of cultural norms, assumptions, knowledge, and criteria shaping the way in which readers understand and judge a literary work at a given time" and something that "may be formed by such factors as the prevailing conventions and definitions of art or current moral codes." 18 Jauss explains the process by which a new text or genre is received by the reader, and thereby gains entry into literary history, as follows:
The new text evokes for the reader the horizon of expectations and rules familiar from earlier texts, which are then varied, corrected, altered, or even just reproduced. Variation and correction determine the scope, whereas alteration and reproduction determine the borders of a genre-structure. 19 This process of "establishing-altering-reconstructing" the horizon of expectations continues as long as there exist new works and readers. Indeed, a literary event can continue to "have an effect only if those who come after it still or once again respond to it-if there are readers who again appropriate the past work or authors who want to imitate, outdo, or refute it." 20 When readers contact a new text, they at first appreciate it on the basis of their aesthetic experiences or horizon of literary expectations already established in their minds. In the process of the first reading, literary conventions and norms-genre, style, form, theme, and language of the time, etc.-serve to allow readers to understand and receive the new text. The result of the first reading can be modified and changed depending on the nature of the text. If it is a new type of literary work that readers have never experienced, it breaks their pre-understandings of the genre, the form and themes of already familiar works, and will bring readers into conflict with their established literary conventions and norms. 21 As a result, readers will experience it as a "heterogeneous" work. Yet as time passes and their knowledge of the new literary form increases, readers become gradually familiarized with the unexpected occurrences and adjust their established horizon of expectations to the new criteria. In the end, the old horizon is shifted and modified and a new horizon is established.
As for the kinds and levels of recipients and the types of reception, Jauss did not attempt a systematic classification. However, we can read between the lines of Jauss and see that he recognized the matter and stratified the aspect of reception depending on the level of the recipient. …the perpetual inversion occurs from simple reception to critical understanding, from passive to active reception, from recognized aesthetic norms to a new production that surpasses them.
History of literature is a process of aesthetic reception and production that takes place in the realization of literary texts on the part of the receptive reader, the reflective critic, and the author in his continuing productivity. 22 From the above, we find that Jauss makes some distinctions: simple reception and critical understanding, passive and active, and recognized aesthetic norms and new productions in the first citation; the receptive reader, reflective critic, and productive author in the second citation.
On this basis, we can roughly categorize three types of reception or three kinds of recipients depending on the extent of their activity and creativity: readers, critics, and authors. While readers simply receive literary works through the act of passive reading, critics analyze or judge them with a reflective and active attitude, and authors produce new works on the basis of their experience of preceding readings and their creativity. Indeed, critics and authors can also be understood as different types of readers. The classification above can be modified as simple readers (or reception), critical or reflective readers (or reception), and productive or creative readers (or reception).
Upon an overview of Jauss' reception aesthetics, we become aware that this is an appropriate methodology in approaching Gale's translation work; for this theory can effectively explain the change in Gale's role from a reader of the Namhun t'aep'yȏngga to its translator. According to the classification above, translators would be placed between critical readers and productive readers. In the case of Gale, I would consider him to be closer to the latter-a productive reader, because Gale was the first person to produce and introduce an entirely heterogeneous sijo form through his translation work.
The prosaic-styled alien Korean verses altered Gale's horizon of expectations regarding poetry. This disparity between the familiar and the unfamiliar brought Gale as a reader into a kind of tension. However, as his knowledge and understanding of the verse form increased, his established horizon of expectations on poetry or poetic form was modified. In such a case, one of two things occurs: either a new horizon of expectations on poetry is formed, or the old horizon is 'reformed.'
At this juncture we should examine Gale's horizon of expectations on literature-particularly poetry, Korean language and culture. Richard Rutt's 22 . Ibid., 19, 21. study of Gale's life and activities as a Presbyterian missionary, educator, writer, translator, and scholar is very helpful in examining Gale's translation work in detail through the lens of reception aesthetics.
A closer reading of Rutt's study demonstrates that several factors in Gale's school days equipped him with a basic knowledge of literature and poetry and endowed him with a specific literary taste. Gale attended public school in Alma, Ontario where he met a Mr. Sanderson, a Scottish schoolmaster who "nourished students' minds with readings from Gulliver's Travels and Sindbad, from Burns, Campbell, Coleridge, Wordsworth, Longfellow and others." 23 Students studied from Ontario public school texts produced by the Methodist educator Egerton Ryerson. 24 Given that "Gale kept some of his schoolbooks until he died," 25 there is a high possibility that the formation of Gale's literary tastes was deeply influenced by the poets cited above who had been active from the late eighteenth to the nineteenth centuries-the Romantic Period. Of these, the Scottish poet Robert Burns seems to have been particularly influential on Gales' literary activity. More shall be said of this later.
Gale went on to high school at Elora, where he was again taught by a Scotsman, David Boyle, who contributed humorous articles written in a Scottish dialect to the Elora Express. About this, Rutt writes that David Boyle was probably responsible for the "archness of some of James Gale's own writing for periodicals in later years."
26
Concerning the formation of Gale's literary and poetic horizon of expectations, one more important factor was Gale's Scottish headmaster, John Seath. For three years from the time he was eighteen years old Gale attended St. Catharines Institute in Ontario, where he met Mr. Seath. According to Rutt, Mr. Seath "declaimed Shakespeare with unforgettable verve," deeply impressing Gale such that he continued to enjoy his studies. 27 This fact provides a clue in explaining why Gale expresses such an admiration for Shakespeare and quotes his verses so often in his own writings.
The next thing to be considered in understanding Gale's horizon of expectations is his command of the Korean language in the presence of the translation of the Korean verses. Two books in particular, Korean Grammatical Forms 辭課指南 (Sagwa chinam, 1894)-a textbook for foreigners learning Korean-and A Korean-English Dictionary 韓英字典 (Han-Yȏng chajȏn, 1897), provide us insights. Gale was a contributor to the compilation of the latter, while Korean Grammatical Forms was written solely by Gale and contains 164 grammatical word-endings, with illustrative examples distinguishing written and spoken idioms, 1098 model sentences, including some lines from sijo and much information about Korean customs and beliefs. It was one of several texts that Gale wrote or contributed to with the aim of aiding foreigners in the study of Korean. In addition, Gale assisted H.G. Underwood in publishing A Concise Dictionary of the Korean Language in 1891. 28 Considering the fact that Gale's publication of sijo translations began in 1895, it becomes clear he had already obtained a command of Korean, ranging from speaking and listening to reading and writing, by the time he began his translation endeavors.
As for his knowledge of Chinese characters, however, we can discern some errors in Gale's transliteration. For instance, Gale read "cho" of nak sijo 樂時調 as "po" and "t'ak" of Yang Kit'ak 梁起鐸 as "t'aik." Such misreadings do not seem to be simple cases of mistakes but to derive from his poor ability in Chinese characters around the time he began to translate sijo. Yet, when it comes to Gale's Chinese ability from the 1900s onwards, by which time he was absorbed in the translation of Sino-Korean classics, it becomes a different story.
Not only did Gale have ability in Korean language but he also possessed a profound knowledge of the whole field of Korean culture, from customs and conventions to beliefs, Confucianism, and regional characteristics. His comprehensive knowledge of Korea is well illustrated in his Korean Sketches published in 1898. He writes in his preface to that work:
Comparatively little has as yet been written that gives an idea of Korean life and character. After some nine years of intimate association with this quaintest and oldest of living races, I have put these sketches together, believing that they give a correct picture of the Hermit people as it is... 29 It is unquestionable that he translated the sijo verses having much experience in Korean life and an extensive knowledge of Korean culture. Considering the extent to which he was versed in the details of Korean life and culture, he was able to infuse the spirit and feelings of the Korean national character into his translations.
In the exploration of Gale's English translation of sijo, one of the matters of primary importance is the extent of Gale's understanding of the sijo form. His mention of "nak sijo," a kind of sijo melody, below demonstrates one aspect of his understanding of sijo.
The book records many varieties of song, but I shall in this issue of The Korea Bookman touch upon only one division, the nak-si-bo [樂時調], 30 Songs of Happy Days. It seems a strange contradiction that songs of happy days should have in them no end of heart-breakings and tears, but such is the case. The Korean has, in his music, a strain that reminds one of the Irishman, "Shure, I'm never happy unless I'm a bit miserable." 31 We see here Gale understands nak sijo by its literal meaning, "Songs of Happy Days." He therefore wonders why that division contains unhappy songs. In the end, he concludes this seeming contradiction can be explained by the disposition of Korean people, who are "never happy unless they are a bit miserable." 32 In fact, Gale misunderstood the term nak sijo as describing the contents of the songs, though it is actually a division of sijo melodies. This reveals that although he was aware of the term sijo, he lacked knowledge of sijo music.
Although he was familiar with the term sijo, Gale never used the word in his writings. Instead, he described the verses as ones "translated from a book of National Odes."
33 From this it becomes apparent that he preferred to refer to the Korean verses as "songs" or "odes." One reason for this was that he knew the songs of the Namhun t'aep'yȏngga were not for "reading" but for "singing," that is to say, the verses were not poems but song lyrics. It is for this reason as well that he did not call his translations "poems."
Another reason for his description of the verses as "songs" or "odes" was because the readership of the journal wherein his translations were published was mainly comprised of foreign missionaries who were unfamiliar with sijo. Therefore, Gale might have judged it more effective in introducing these new Korean verses to use the more familiar terms "songs" and "odes." Yet another factor we should consider is the appellation for sijo at that time. Sijo at the time Gale was translating were called tan'ga 短歌, meaning "short songs," rather than sijo and it was not until the 1920s that they began to be called sijo. I 30 . Here "Nak-si-bo" is a misrendering of "Nak-si-jo." suspect that considering the time period, Gale was familiar with the term tan'ga in reference to sijo and simply translated tan'ga by the English "song," a term, as we said, which would be more readily acceptable to Western missionaries.
As mentioned thus far, the English version of the sijo appeared in the context of Gale's horizon of expectations. Indeed, Gale's English translations can be said to be a product of his "creative reception" of the lyrics of the Namhun t'aep'yȏ ngga. It should also be noted that in the process of this reception there was a transference of Gale's role from a recipient (or a reader, decoder, and addressee) of the book to a translator (or an encoder and addresser).
Besides reception aesthetics, this article employs "translation criticism" and "comparative studies" as secondary methodologies. Translation criticism aims at finding translation errors and their sources by collating the translation with the original. Its primary purpose is to evaluate the faithfulness of translation, or how accurately the translation reflects the contents of the original. Therefore, some portion of section two of this article, which examines detailed aspects of Gale's translation, will overlap with the portion on translation criticism. In the process of examining the source of the unique characteristics of Gale's translation, this article will also take on the character of a "source investigation" from comparative studies.
Detailed Aspects of Gale's Translations
Outline of the Material
In addition to the four translations appearing in the April 1895 issue of The Korean Repository, Gale published another fourteen translations of Korean songs in the same journal up through the December 1898 issue. Of these eighteen translations, fourteen are p'yȏng sijo and four are sasȏl sijo. More than twenty years later, Gale resumed his translation work and published another fifteen sijo translations in another missionary journal, The Korea Mission Field, between July 1924 and September 1927. Of these, two texts overlap with those in The Korean Repository so that the number of new translations appearing in The Korea Mission Field was actually thirteen. Besides the thirty-one translated pieces in the two aforementioned missionary journals, another English translation of a sijo piece-the "tansimga" of Chȏng Mongju-is found in Gale's book Korea in Transition (1909) . Among the originals of Gale's translations, only this latter is not contained in the Namhun t'aep'yȏngga. Therefore, the number of sijo texts in English translation which this article deals with amounts to thirty-two pieces. 34 In the following table are displayed the publication year, publication place, sijo type, line total, sijo title, and corresponding text number in the Namhun t'aep'yȏngga of the thirty-two translations mentioned above (in addition, the number in parenthesis next to the Namhun t'aep'yȏngga number refers to the text number in the Sijo munhak sajȏn [Dictionary of sijo literature] by Chȏng Pyȏnguk [1966] ). Here "KR" refers to The Korean Repository, "KMF" to The Korea Mission Field, "KT" to Korea in Transition and "NHT" to the Namhun t'aep'yȏngga. Texts marked with an asterix (*) were republished as epigraphic poems at the head of Gale's Korean Sketches. In the table above, the first thing to point out is that all of the texts except no. 32 are selected from the Namhun t'aep'yȏngga. 37 Unlike the text of Gale's translation of the Namhun t'aep'yȏngga-which displays the "song lyrics" in a vertical prosaic style-the texts of later translators (i.e., in poem anthologies) 36 . Three sijo were actually published under the title "Korean Songs," but two of these three were in fact republications of no. 1 and no. 4 in this table, so they are not counted here.
37. For further explanation of the Namhun t'aep'yȏngga, refer to footnote 9. display the translations of the sijo "poems" in the same manner as modern poems. In other words, Gale rendered the "lyrics of sijo songs" into English, whereas most succeeding translators rendered them as "sijo poems." This differentiates Gale's work from that of other translators.
The second thing to notice is the ratio of sasȏ l sijo found in Gale's translations, a ratio that is comparatively higher than that in other succeeding translation collections. This will be discussed in more detail later. The third point to be considered in the table above concerns the journals in which Gale's sijo translations appeared. As shown above, the thirty-two translations appeared primarily in the pages of the KR and KMF, publications which differed in many ways. As mentioned earlier, in the case of the KR translations, Gale selected and translated some sijo works from the Namhun t'aep'yȏngga with the intention of introducting his audience to Korean poems. Gale must have evaluated and selected these first translations because he felt they expressed the essential spirit of the Korean people, had a personal interest in them, or felt they were particularly excellent, or perhaps for all of these reasons. Conscious of the significance of the publication of the verses, Gale took great care with the arrangement of their lines, rhyming schemes, indentation, etc., in order to enhance their poetic effect. Since the layout of the poems in the KR was in a single column, even though a certain line might be somewhat long it was still able to be fit into a single line. With such sufficient space, one can deduce that if a line was indented it must have been done so intentionally as a poetic device.
Meanwhile, fifteen of Gale's translations appeared in the KMF as part of his essay series entitled "A History of the Korean People," where they were inserted with the purpose of reflecting the content of the given essay. Unlike his translations appearing in the KR, which were focused on the verses themselves, the translations in the KMF played a supplemental role to his essays. In addition, various verse forms other than sijo, such as hansi, folksongs, and English poetry, were employed and quoted in these essays, with the majority of inserted verse forms being hansi rather than sijo. Sijo translations in the KMF, therefore, acted as complements to the essays, to the extent that they were selected because they were in harmony with the themes of the essays, not because they were necessarily conceived as excellent verses. For instance, sijo no. 20 and no. 22 were selected, translated, and inserted in headings entitled respectively "In Hangoo's Memory" and "Yang Kwi-pi," because they were able to supplement the stories of these two figures.
One more thing to be noted concerning layout; in contrast to the KR, the content of the KMF was laid out in two columns, so if a certain line was too long for the column it had to be divided into two lines. In such cases, the second line was begun with a lowercase letter, indicating that it was a continuation of the previous line. Therefore, such use of the lowercase letters should be understood as an editorial decision connected with the spatial layout of the journal, rather than as any poetical device employed by Gale. Further, Gale's translations in the KMF were published after the 1920s when he was devoting himself to the study of Sino-Korean literature to the extent that he might not have paid a great deal of attention to refining his renderings to the extent found in the KR. The loose rhyming schemes shown in these translations constitute one example of Gale's relative negligence of poetic refinement at that time.
Gale's Views on Translation
In 1919, Gale published his ideas on translation in a magazine for which he served as an editor. 38 Here he provides us with some clues to understanding his views on the translation process, suggesting four key grammatical aspects of good translation: words, phrases, idioms, and paragraphs.
He begins by quoting the definition of translation from the The Century Dictionary: "Translation is the reproduction of a literary composition in a language foreign to that of the original." 39 The first thing to remember, he points out, is to convey the "whole thought." While emphasizing the importance of individual words, he warns of the danger of "word translation," such as saying "cho-heun at-ch'am" for "good morning." It was, he thought, because the word translation was the quickest thing to ruin a composition and resulted in the loss of the original thought. He also notes that one error in translation derives from "thinking that there are exact equivalents for English words in each and every other language, whereas there are very few exact equivalents." For conveying the whole thought he suggests making effective use of idioms rather than word-for-word translation in case that there is no literally corresponding vocabulary. As for phrases, Gale insists a person can be the master of a language "only in proportion as he possesses knowledge of its phrases," and as for the "paragraph," he says translators should be careful to see whether they are properly strung together. Given that literary translation (or free translation) is focused on presenting equivalent values to those of the original language and conveying the whole idea of the original, while "literal translation" is centered on rendering a text from one language to another "word-for-word," Gale seems to have preferred the former to the latter. This characteristic of Gale's translations becomes more manifest when compared with Hulbert's.
Hulbert, Gale's contemporary missionary in Korea, rejected the literal translation of Korean songs and poetry because he thought it almost impossible to convey the same idea or to awaken the same sensation in the foreign reader as is conveyed or awakened in the native reader. Consequently, Hulbert's renderings are closer to "adaptation" than "translation." If Hulbert was an extreme advocate of free translation, Gale can be said to have been a moderate advocate of it.
The Criteria for the Selection of the Translation Object
It is worthwhile to examine what criteria Gale applied to select the Korean songs from the Namhun t'aep'yȏngga for translation. For this, it is advisable to work with the eighteen translations of the KR since, unlike the translations in the KMF which played a more subservient role to their accompanying essays, those of the KR were focused on the verses themselves. As for the "contents" or "themes," among these eighteen translations, nine are about love affairs, four are about life, and the remaining five concern filial piety, a conversation between a peddler and a prospective customer, the true nature of the myriad things, drunken exhilaration, and moral lessons, respectively. In terms of the themes of Gale's translations, that of "love" predominates, followed by "life."
The theme of love in traditional Korean literature was often used as a metaphor, where the woman's love towards her beloved in fact represents the loyalty of a subject for his king. However, from the late Chosȏn periodnotably the nineteenth century-this pattern gradually changed in that the theme of love for a person of the opposite sex became more important. This phenomenon is notable in the sasȏl sijo, which were largely composed by performers from the middle ranks of society. But even in the case of p'yȏng sijo, whose authorship mainly came from the upper yangban class and so whose subject matter inclined more towards stereotypical Confucian expressions such as loyalty to the monarch, the theme of love towards a beloved increases noticeably through the course of the nineteenth century. The Namhun t'aep'yȏngga was a representative anthology reflecting this phenomenon. The fact that Gale's translations include so many love-themed texts, but no texts with the theme of loyalty towards a monarch disguised as a woman's love toward a male lover, we can ascribe primarily to the nature of the Namhun t'aep'yȏngga, itself a reflection of the period's literary trends.
Another notable characteristic of his selection of Korean songs is that in Gale's translations the ratio of sasȏl sijo is much higher than in the work of later translators. As shown in the previous table, among Gale's thirty-two translations, twenty-one are p'yȏng sijo, while sasȏl sijo comprise eleven texts, or almost a third of the total. In order to investigate this relatively high ratio of sasȏ l sijo among Gale's sijo translations compared to the work of other translators, I collated all the sijo texts in English translation from eleven of the thirty-three examples listed in the appendix. 41 I then compared these with their original texts on the basis of the Sijo munhak sajȏn. 42 As a result, I found the total amount of sijo texts from these eleven works amounted to 735 (not counting any repeated titles among the sources), and that among this number sasȏl sijo accounted for fifty-six pieces, that is, 7.6 percent of the total.
If we take the example of Rutt's The Bamboo Grove (1971), one of the most renowned and representative sijo anthologies in English translation, the sasȏl sijo account for only twenty-two cases, corresponding to less than ten percent of the total 264 translated sijo in that work. Further, in the case of Kevin O'Rourke (no. 29 in Appendix) the sasȏl sijo account for four of fortyeight pieces (8.3 percent), and in the case of Kim Unsong (no. 21 in Appendix) there are no translated sasȏl sijo and only two pieces of ȏ t sijo. The situation is almost the same in the cases of other translators. Compared with such numbers, it becomes clear that Gale's case stands in marked contrast with those of translators that came afterward.
The reason most of the sijo translators after Gale hesitated to translate sasȏl sijo seems to be that they approached sijo as poetry rather than as song lyrics, an approach that resulted in some difficulties when faced with the nature of sasȏl sijo: the sasȏl sijo has a formal irregularity both in its rhythmic pattern and by its extended length due to abundant word use and surfeit of expressions. As a result, with sasȏl sijo it becomes hard for the translator to delineate where the ch'ojang 初章 ends and the chungjang 中章 and chongjang 終章 begin. In other words, the sasȏl sijo's uncertain line arrangement confused them.
Compared with such translators, Gale, who accepted sasȏl sijo as song lyrics, had no problems in arranging the lines, for the line arrangement of sijo as lyrics was less bound to formal poetic conditions, such as three-unit construction-ch'ojang, chungjang, and chongjang-rhyming scheme, or rhythmic pattern.
Another reason why sasȏl sijo were relatively prominent among Gale's translations can be found in their subject matter. The content of the sasȏl sijo ranges broadly from aspects of daily life to sensual pleasures and trivial conversation between two persons. But what is common to all is the concern with the material and physical world and the preference for the "commonplace." Such content or subject matter often find expression in somewhat vulgar and vernacular language. In sasȏl sijo familiar materials such as pots, coins, brushes, birds, various foods, daily necessities and common people-particularly people of the lower classes-prostitutes, peddlers, herders, travelers, Buddhist monks, lower-level officials, drinkers-are employed to embody the subject or content. One of the most notable characteristics of the sasȏ l sijo is its naked and unfiltered expression of human feelings like joy, anger, sorrow, fear, love, hate, and lust. Indeed, unlike p'yȏng sijo, which contain abstract concepts, Confucian morality lessons, and pre-established or indirect experience made by other people in a fixed form, sasȏl sijo express the direct and real experiences of its speaker-or poetic personas or poets-using their own words in a non-fixed form.
At this juncture, it should be noted that many of the characteristics of the sasȏl sijo described above are also displayed in the poetry of the Romantic period, which Gale studied and which enormously impressed and influenced him in his school days. Romanticists basically view poetry as an expression of "the poet's own feelings and temperament." 43 The Romantic view of poetry is also well illustrated in William Wordsworth's Preface to his Lyrical Ballads (1802); there he says that the principal object of his poems is "to choose incidents and situations from common life, and to relate or describe them, throughout, as far as was possible in a selection of language really used by men." 44 If we compare these Romantic notions of poetry with the characteristics of the sasȏ l sijo, we can readily discern that in their "glorification of the commonplace" 45 the sasȏl sijo have something in common with Romantic poetry. To be sure, these common features may explain why so many sasȏl sijo 43 were selected by Gale. For Gale, who studied and was influenced by Romantic poetry in his school days, sasȏl sijo, though written in a foreign language, must have resonated strongly with him and struck a note of great familiarity.
The Tripartite Construction and Line Arrangement
Sijo is usually defined as a Korean traditional vernacular verse form composed of three semantic units, meaning that three semantic units (or chang 章) are organically combined, each of which comprises four rhythmic segments, which are called ȗmbo or a "foot," usually comprised of three or four syllables. The first unit serves as an opening or introduction of the situation or theme of the work; the second unit serves to elaborate on the first unit by developing the theme or stating a counter-theme; the third unit constitutes a conclusion or the resolution of the tension between the theme and counter-theme. This tripartite nature of construction is an essential factor common to all types of the sijo: the p'yȏng sijo, the ȏ t sijo and the sasȏl sijo.
As for the relationship of the chang to the line, each chang is divided into two parts-these parts are usually termed ku 句, meaning "phrase" or "clause"-and in English translations each ku is allotted one line. As a result, when an original sijo text is translated into English, it comes to take on a sixline format. This structure can be described as "three chang and six ku" in the original and "three units and six lines" in English translation.
The characteristics of sijo as a verse type with a fixed form can be summarized as: (1) a tripartite construction at the semantic level; (2) a semantic unit-or a chang-comprising four rhythmic segments; (3) each segment constituting a word, usually comprised of three to four syllables; (4) the first segment of the third unit-or the chongjang-is fixed at three syllables and takes on an exclamatory character.
Of these, characteristics (2) and (3) are the most difficult to translate. Characteristic (4) also presents a challenge in translation, but some attentive translators often use exclamatory expressions, thereby enhancing the function of the first word of the chongjang-corresponding to the fifth line of the translation. By contrast, (1) can be easily embodied in translated texts through line arrangement. There are three main types of line arrangement: three-line format, five-line format, and six-line format. 46 Of these, the six-line format currently constitutes the mainstream; accounting for eighty percent or more of translated sijo. The matter of what line format a translator employs is closely related to how the translator understands the three-chang construction.
Let us now turn to the matter of the line arrangement in Gale's translations. Examining the previous table, in the case of the p'yȏng sijo, the six-line pattern accounts for almost fifty percent (fourteen texts), followed by the four-line pattern (five texts) and the eight-line pattern (one text). In the case of the sasȏl sijo, the six-line format characterizes four of Gale's translations, the ten-line three translations, the eight-line two, and the nine-line and fifteen-line with one translation each. Gale's translations show the predominance of the six-line format in both styles of sijo.
As far as the matter of line format is concerned, several kinds of typographical techniques might be used to demonstrate sijo's tripartite construction; for example, in the case of the six-line format, 1) placing spaces between chang; 2) indenting at lines 2-4-6; and 3) beginning lines 2-4-6 with lowercase letters. Given that one chang is allotted two lines in the six-line format, the spaces between the second and the third lines and between the fourth and the fifth lines represent the segmentation that occurs there. Indenting lines 2-4-6 indicates these lines are connected to those preceding them. Further, beginning lines 2-4-6 with lowercase letters indicates that these lines are subordinated to the preceding ones. Yet, in the six-line format of Gale's translation none of these techniques are used to designate the demarcation of the chang. The indenting technique is sometimes used in Gale's line arrangement, but such indenting is not intended to demarcate the three chang.
As is well known, in many cases a single chang corresponds to one sentence, while one half of a chang-namely, a ku 句-to one phrase or clause. Accordingly, even though a translator may be unaware of the tripartite construction of the sijo, he can divide the whole text into six grammatical segmentations-semantically or syntactically-and it naturally comes to take on a six-line format. Such is the case with Gale. Let us take a sasȏl sijo as an example. 
Sarang sapse sarangȗl sapse handȗl / sarang p'al niga nwi itsȗmyȏ // nipyȏl sapso nipyȏ lrȗ l sapso handȗ l / nipyȏ l sal niga nwi itsȗ ri // chang sarange chang nipyȏlinga (hanora). (NHT 55) 48
In the original Korean, the places marked by "/" and "//" indicate the points where semantic or syntactic segmentations occur, and in the translation a new line begins at the segmented points. As a result, this sasȏl sijo is arranged into six lines. However, since the indenting appears only in lines two and four, we cannot conceive of this indenting as the mark of demarcation corresponding to the chang. If Gale had used this device for this purpose, he would have indented line six as well as lines two and four. Let us turn to another example, this one a p'yȏng sijo. 
Mangȗn soerȗl nȗryȏnaeya / kilge kilge nohȗl kkoa // kuman changchȏn kanȗn haerȗl / maeurira syui syui // pukdange hakpal ssangch'ini / tȏdi nȗlge (hayȏra). (NHT 49)
The above is a six-line p'yȏng sijo entitled "Ode on Filial Piety." No typographical marks are used to indicate the first two lines as translations of the original ch'ojang, the following two lines as translations of the chungjang or last two lines as translations of the chongjang. Because from the outset Gale accepted sijo as Korean song lyrics rather than as tripartite edifices, he felt no compulsion to foreground the uniqueness of the sijo. Therefore, Gale segmented the original text at grammatically proper points and rendered it into a six-line poem. Needless to say, the missionaries of the time who constituted the primary readership of the KR understood this translation only as a six-line poem.
It is not that his line arrangement was done only in accordance with semantic and syntactic structure. The above, which appeared in the KMF, is an example of a p'yȏng sijo arranged in four lines, the second most common arrangement in Gale's sijo translations. Perhaps the most noticeable feature here is the lowercase "b" at the start of the fourth line. This kind of typographical device is only found in the KMF, whose pages were divided into two columns such that only limited space was available for each line. In this case the third line could not be arranged within a single line, necessitating a new line semantically and syntactically following the third.
To resolve this situation, Gale began the fourth line with a lowercase letter "b." In short, Gale intended to arrange this translation in four lines rather than five. In this case, the first two lines correspond to the ch'ojang, the third line to the chungjang, and the last line to the chongjang. If he had taken grammatical segmentation into consideration, at the diverging points marked "/" in the original he should have begun a new line, thereby allotting two lines to each chang. For the same reason, it seems clear that Gale's indenting only the last line was not intended to demarcate the chang. Given this situation, it turns out that Gale's line arrangement is neither a device for reflecting the characteristics of tripartite construction nor one for accommodating the structural difference between the p'yȏng sijo and the sasȏl sijo. Gale's unique manner of indenting and line arrangement is also found in his hansi 漢詩 translations and creative poems. I suspect that this singularity is derived from his taste for English poetry which was cultivated through studying the poetry of the Scottish poet Robert Burns (1759-1796) in his school days. The above is the first stanza of Burns's "Scots, wha hae" served for a long time as the unofficial national anthem of the Scotland. This poem is composed of six stanzas, with each stanza comprised of four lines.
Comparing this poem with Gale's translation no. 21, we can readily discern that line arrangement and indention style are common in both. It seems that the author/translator intended to lend the poems a visual effect by indenting the last line. The rhyming scheme is also common to the two poems. Let us turn to another example. Above we have a translation of Gale's (A) and the first stanza of Burns' "To a Mouse" (B). The former case's indenting appears at lines five and eight, and the latter's at lines four and six. With small variations, the two poems demonstrate the same indenting pattern. As is well known, Robert Burns was a Scottish poet and lyricist. He is widely regarded as the national poet of Scotland, and the best known of the poets who wrote in the Scottish English dialect, although much of his writing is also in English. It becomes apparent from this that Gale, who was born of Scottish parents, particularly respected Burns among the Romantic poets and admired his poems. In addition, he studied Burns' poems in his school days with the guidance of several Scottish teachers. Thus, it seems beyond question that Gale was influenced by Burns and his poetic style in cultivating his own literary sensibilities. Based on this background, we can conclude that Gale's unique indenting style in line arrangement was closely related to the influence of Burns and his poems.
50. Ibid., 189.
The Displacement of the First Person Subject
One of the characteristics of Gale's translations is his displacement of the first person subject, such as "I" or "we," into a third person subject. The subject of the statement, or the agent of the action, in the original is "I," which is omitted in Gale's rendering. To omit the first person subject is not so rare a phenomenon in the Korean language, especially in poetic discourse. In the case of NHT 12, the literal meaning of the chongjang is "Through the midnight I cannot get to sleep due to your crying." In the original, "ne" means "your" and refers here to wild geese. The word "hanora," the parenthesized part at the end of the chongjang, which is usually omitted when the sijo-as song lyrics-is sung in sijo ch'ang 時調唱 style, 51 is evidence that the subject of this sentence is "I." This is because the "hanora" is an ending used to declare the position, situation, or the ideas and feelings of the first person speaker that it always corresponds to the first person subject.
In the translation, however, the subject of the last two lines-corresponding to the chongjang-has changed into "this crying," a third person subject. The change of the subject from the first person to the third person causes the personal or subjective poetic expressions of the original to become less personal and subjective, even to become objective statements.
51. The term sijo is used to refer both to sijo as music and sijo as poetry or lyrics. Yet, when referring to sijo as a type of musical performance, the term sijo ch'ang or tan'ga 短歌 are preferred to simply sijo. There are two methods of singing sijo lyrics: one is kagok ch'ang 歌曲唱 and the other is sijo ch'ang 時調唱. In the sijo ch'ang style, the last word fixed at three syllables is omitted and not sung. The Namhun t'aep'yȏngga is an anthology of such sijo ch'ang, so that the last word of the chongjang is omitted without exception. However, we can presume what word is omitted by linguistic convention. Further, in many cases the omitted word appears in other anthologies. For a detailed explanation of the two musical styles, refer to footnote 9.
As shown above, the displacement of the subject is closely related to the omission of the last word of the chongjang to the extent that it usually occurs in the chongjang. Another representative word omitted at the end of the chongjang, is "harira," which is used to declare the first person speaker's will or intention.
Here is an example of the omission of the "harira." "Nollira" in the original is a variation on harira. The former is a combined form of nolda, meaning "to play," and -rira. The latter is usually used after a noun form such as sasaeng kyȏ ltan 死生決斷 + harira. The word "uri" in "urido" in the chongjang means the first person plural "we." In the translation, however, the first person subject has changed to the third person "poor mortals," whereby the personal pronoun "their" is used to correspond with the subject. By this means, the content of the chongjang-lines seven and eight in Gale's translation-comes to take on the character of objective statements; for compared to "we"-"uri" in the original, the expression "poor mortals" can encompass the entire human race, rather than the specific "I," "you," "s/he," and "they." Although there is no great difference in terms of content from the original, a delicate difference in nuance is produced: the objectivity of the statements is foregrounded. Gale, whom I suspect did not possess a firm grammatical knowledge of the Korean language nor of the musical conventions of the sijo ch'ang, might have reasoned out the omitted phrase and complemented its absence with natural English expressions.
Elements of English Poetry in Gale's Translation
One of the most distinguishing features of Gale's rendering is his addition of elements or characteristics of English poetry to his sijo translations. First of all, "entitling" should be noted. With some exceptions in cases of "sijo sequences" (yȏn sijo 連時調), which are composed in sets, the original sijo basically had no titles. However, upon looking at seventeen sijo translations 52 published in the The Korea Repository, we readily come to find some umbrella titles, such as "Korean Love Song," "Odes on Life," and "Korean Songs" covering several sijo texts. In addition, we find many titles attached to individual sijo texts, such as "Ode on Filial Piety," "Ode on the Pedlar," "Postal Service," "Predestination," "Free-will," "The People" etc. From this, we learn that the titles in Gale's translations often indicate the theme of a group of texts on the one hand, and on the other, sometimes serve the function of labels distinguishing one text from others. This point implies that Gale, according to his horizon of expectations on English poetry, transformed the characteristics of sijo into those of English poetry in which individual poems have their own titles.
The second noticeable thing is that he introduced the English "end rhyming scheme" into his translations. This end rhyme is observed in no. 5 cited above. What falls under the end rhyme in this sijo are "sea" "free" "thee" in lines 1-2-5-8, "rue" and "you" in lines of 3-4, and "where" and "care" in lines of 6-7. Indeed, it is clear that Gale applied the end rhyming scheme to his English translations of sijo, which is normally in blank verse, in accordance with his horizon of expectations regarding English poetry. The rhyming scheme in Gale's translation has a powerful binding force that takes precedence over all of other poetic elements. Let us take another example.
The boys have gone to dig ginsen', While here beneath the shelter, The scattered chess and checker men, Are lying helter-skelter; Full up with wine, I now recline, Intoxication, superfine! (No. 16) In this text, "ginsen'" and "men," "shelter" and "helter-skelter," and "recline" and "superfine" are rhymed word pairs. The most notable is the choice of the word "ginsen'." Needless to say, it was chosen to rhyme with the word "men." Here Gale chose "ginsen'" (ginseng) as the translation of the original "yak," meaning "herb." The abbreviation of ginseng, and its translation for "herb," is derived from Gale's intention to create a rhyme. Forced to choose between a a word perfectly corresponding in meaning of the original but not creating a rhyme and one that perfectly rhymed with another word but did not 52. Among eighteen translations in the KR, only no. 9 has no title. correspond in meaning to the original, Gale selected the latter.
My dreams last night, how fair! A letter from my love, so rare! A hundred times I read and read; It slept with me, it shared my bed. So light its weight, so fleet its part! And yet it almost broke my heart. (No. 24) In the above example, "so rare!" in the second line and "so fleet its part!" are added expressions which do not exist in the original. The reason Gale added these phrases was unquestionably to create a rhyming sequence with the words "fair" in the first line and "heart" in the sixth. Further, if we compare the original expression of the fourth line, "I slept putting the letter [from my lover] on my chest," with that of the translation, "It slept with me, it shared my bed," it becomes apparent that Gale, in his translation, transformed the subject from "I" to "It" and the grammatical structure from "putting the letter on my chest" (in the original) to "it shared my bed." This transformation was also likely a result of his introduction of the word "bed," which rhymes perfectly with "read."
As mentioned above, in his translation the creation of rhyming schemes was a decisive factor in word choice, the addition and subtraction of expressions, and the modification of contents. Moreover, it cannot be denied that the influence of the Romanticist poets-particularly William Wordsworth and Robert Burns-was present in the formation of Gale's translation style.
The third element of English literature employed in Gale's translation is that he used sijo translations for epigraphic purposes in his prosaic writings. An epigraph is a phrase or quotation set at the beginning of a piece of writing, usually to suggest that work's theme. Poems are often employed as epigraphs, but fictional epigraphs are sometimes also found.
The epigraphic tradition is also found in the literary works of East Asian countries-Korea, China, and Japan, etc. Traditional East Asian epigraphic texts, however, differ from those of Western literature in that in the former's case, the writer of the quoted text and the writer of the whole work are the same person, while in the latter, the writer of the work quotes an epigraphic phrase from another's work.
Gale's work Korean Sketches is arranged in the following order: 1) preface; 2) sijo translation no. 5 entitled "On Life"; 3) table of contents; 4) two sijo translations, no. 7 entitled "On Life" and no. 6 entitled "Philosophical"; 5) list of illustrations; 6) two sijo translations, no. 4 entitled "A Korean Love Song" and no. 1 entitled "Korean Filial Piety." Following this, Chapter One of the book begins. These five sijo translations, thus, can be said to take on the character of epigraphs in the Western sense. Korean Sketches is a kind of report on Korea and Korean culture-lifestyles, customs, values, etc.-as seen from a Westerner's perspective. In the light of the work's contents, it becomes clear that these sijo translations serve to hint at the overall tone and contents of the book.
One more thing to be noted is the introduction in Gale's translations of what may be termed "dramatic elements." The dramatic elements employed by Gale can be divided roughly into two categories: one is the use of "stage" directions and the other is the conversion of general poetic descriptions into dialogue form. These kinds of dramatic factors are mainly found in the sasȏl sijo, since by virtue of their extended length they have room for somewhat complicated expressions and dialogic elements. The following may serve as an example: In the above examples, both of which are sasȏl sijo, the descriptions of actions marked by parentheses can be called a type of "stage directions" used to connect the conversation between an absent husband and a stranger from the husband's hometown (in the case of no. 9), and between a peddler and a prospective buyer of "tongnan pickle," a kind of salted crab (no. 14). Further, the use of the stage directions serves the function of setting up the situation surrounding the characters. By this means, the dramatic effect of the work is doubled and readers feel as if they were watching the scene of a play. Another dramatic element is the conversion of general poetic statements into dialogue. For example:
"Very small my little man!" Says the ostrich to the wren; But the wren went on to say; "I'll outfly you any day, Size is nothing but a name, Big or little all the same." (No. 18)
Kamjangsae chakta hago / taebung a utji mara // kuman li changgonge / nȏdo nalgo nado nanda // tuȏra ilban pijor ȗl / illȏ musam (hario) (NHT 140) In this example, two birds appear: the "kamjangsae" and the "taebung" (大鵬). The taebung is the name of a fabulous bird similar to the "roc," renowned for its enormous size and ability to journey 90,000 li. The "kamjangsae" is the "wren," whose extremely small size contrasts with that of the taebung. A close reading of the original reveals that this utterance is unfolded from the perspective of the kamjangsae through its monologue, rather than through a conversation between the two birds. The phrases "nȏdo nalgo nado nanda," meaning "you fly and I fly too," make it clear that the speaker of this sijo is "na"-"I," that is, the kamjangsae. 53 Gale, however, transformed this monologic statement into a dialogic pattern between the two birds using double quotation marks. By this means, he suggests a scene from a play to the reader.
At this juncture, we need more explanation of Gale's use of the phrases, "Says the ostrich to the wren" (line 2) and "But the wren went on to say" (line 3). A closer reading of these phrases will reveal that, if they are put in parentheses, they serve the same function of "stage directions," as shown by the two examples of no. 9 and no. 14 above. Synthesizing these points, we reach the conclusion that Gale endowed the original, which unfolds through 53. This point can be supported by introducing another translation. The following is the translation found in Jaihiun Joyce Kim, Classical Korean Poetry (Seoul: Hanshin Publishing Co., 1986), 182. Kim was working from an original that was slightly different from that of Gale, so I modified Kim's original in accordance with the content of Gale's text, that is, that found in the Namhun t'aep'yȏngga.
"Roc-like giant bird, do not mock / the wren because it is small. // You and I alike traverse / the ninety thousand li of the sky. // There's not much difference between the two, / for both belong to the winging tribe." monologue form and from the kamjangsae's perspective, with both dramatic and dialogic attributes. Given that, in Western literature, the dramatic mode has a long tradition and has flourished the most among the various kinds of arts, it becomes clear why Gale sometimes added dramatic flavor to his translations. Finally, our discussion of this point would not be complete without recalling the influence of Gale's Scottish headmaster John Seath, he who "declaimed Shakespeare with unforgettable verve."
54 Under his influence, Gale was able to cultivate an appreciative eye for Shakespeare's dramas. In the light of this background, we can conclude that Gale reinterpreted the sijo on the basis of his horizon of expectations of the English dramatic genre.
Thus far I have discussed some characteristics found in Gale's sijo translations. What was made clear from this discussion is that his detailed translational devices were not intended to faithfully reflect the characteristics of the sijo but rather to enhance the flavor of English poetry. Indeed, his sijo translations proved to be a product of converting the lyrics of Korean songs into a poetic form in the Western sense and on the basis of his horizon of expectations regarding English poetry.
Conclusion: Gale and Thereafter
As of 2011, I have gathered thirty-three works that include sijo materials in English translation. Among these, chronologically the translations of Gale (Appendix items nos. 1, 2) Kang Younghill (Appendix item no. 3), Pyȏn Yȏng-t'ae (Appendix item no. 4), and V.H. Viglielmo (Appendix item no. 5) constitute the four earliest materials. Of these, those which have the most affinity with Gale's translations are the sijo translations of Kang Younghill. This is because Kang's translations, which constitute the second case in this field chronologically, shares common elements with Gale's work, namely in the matter of line format and the use of the term "song" to designate the sijo.
As for line arrangement, the translations of Gale and Kang differ remarkably from those of Pyȏn Yȏng-t'ae and V.H. Viglielmo. In the case of the latter, the line format shows an orderly pattern, namely a six-line pattern without indentation, the use of lowercase letters, and spacing between chang. Unlike this uniform six-line arrangement, Kang's line format varies from four and five lines to seven and eight lines, though with the majority of six lines. As shown above, 54. Rutt, James Scarth Gale and his History, 6. this variety in line format is common to Gale's translation as well. This point demonstrates the instability of line arrangement in the early stage of the translation of the sijo into English poetic form. Meanwhile, as for the designation of the sijo, unlike Gale who used only "song" or "ode," Kang, who had lived in Korea during his adolescence and must have been familiar with sijo as songs, employed both "song" and "poem," giving more weight to the latter designation. Kang's case reveals a transitional phase in which the term for the sijo was shifting from "song" to "poem." In this sense, it can be said that Kang's translation shares common elements with both Gale's and those of later translators. In effect, Kang bridged the divide between Gale and the translators that followed Pyȏn Yȏng-t'ae.
Kang Younghill (1903 Younghill ( ?-1972 ), a Korean writer who was active in America, went to America in 1921, where he later published his autobiographical novels The Grass Roof (1931) and its abridged version, The Happy Grove (1933). Kang translated thirty-three pieces of sijo and inserted them in these two works. Kang's sijo translations appeared only four years after Gale's last sijo translation was published in 1927. It is not clear what original text or texts Kang consulted for his translations, but it seems he did not work with any single text as had Gale. Rather, it would appear he simply translated some sijo poems he had earlier memorized in order to insert them into his novels. He designated these sijo works by such terms as "classical Korean songs," "old Korean poems," "native poems," etc.
In the preface to The Grass Roof, Kang remarks on his own translations:
All the oriental literature quoted herein is from actual translations made by myself and Frances Keely, which is to appear soon in book form. The Korean poetry has never been translated before in any western language; we have paid much attention to carrying over the spirit, the aesthetic pattern and the literal meaning from the original. 55 The "Korean poetry" in the citation refers not only to sijo but also includes folk songs and hansi, or Sino-Korean poetry. It becomes apparent from the last sentence that the top priority in his translation work was to be faithful to the original and carry over its essential points. In this sense, Kang's view of translation had something in common with Gale's. Kang's primary intention in inserting Korean poetry seems to have been a desire to introduce them to the Western world. Such a presumption would also answer why, in contrast to Gale who employed some elements of English 55. Kang, The Grass Roof, frontispiece. poetry, Kang did not attempt to add the flavor of English literature to his translations. I suspect that Kang was attempting to introduce Korean verses as they were. His remark that Korean poetry had "never been translated before in any western language" demonstrates that he was unaware of Gale's translations before he began to translate his own rendering of "oriental literature." However, given that he had gone to a mission school, had been acquainted with Canadian missionaries, and had even assisted Mrs. Underwood in translating The Pilgrim's Progress by John Bunyan, 56 it seems unthinkable that he was unaware of the existence of the Canadian missionary Gale, who had even made his own translation of this same work by Bunyan.
As shown in the appendix, it was only from the 1960s that serious translation work on sijo began to be done both by native English-speaking and native Korean-speaking translators. Among these works, I would like to briefly discuss some of the unique translations done by Richard Rutt, Kevin O'Rourke, Kim Unsong, and Virginia Olsen Baron as a conclusion to this examination.
Richard Rutt began his sijo transition work in the 1950s and published his work in an edition of the Transactions of Royal Asiatic Society, Korea Branch in 1958 under the title of "Introduction to the Sijo: A Form of Short Korean Poem" (Appendix item no. 7), which provided detailed and scholarly explanations of sijo along with eighty-two of his own translations. Upon this foundation he added more translated sijo texts and then published the whole as a book, The Bamboo Grove (Appendix item no. 13), in 1971, containing 264 pieces of translations. This book has been considered the most influential sijo translation-related book ever published in the sense that it has influenced not only subsequent translators but also composers of sijo in English and sijorelated scholars in the English-speaking world. Particularly notable is that he introduced a specific term key to understanding sijo: "twist." Rutt noted the function of the first quarter of the chongjang of the sijo and characterized by the term "twist," which is currently understood as an "anti-theme" or a kind of "turning" of the image, theme, mood, meaning, sound, and other devices which were developed in the first two parts-the ch'ojang and the chungjang-thereby leading into the conclusion. It is also considered a device for bringing an element of "surprise" to the text. Besides introducing this term, his work is noteworthy for its ideas on syllable count and line arrangement in sijo translation.
In O'Rourke's case, the most notable element is found in his unique five-line …because it opens up huge possibilities in English; it is new and exciting, as the shijo itself should be to the English reader, a much superior vehicle to the traditional shijo English translation vehicle, the pretty 6-line lyric.
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O'Rourke's attempt is very meaningful in the sense that it awoke sijo translators and English sijo writers who had been familiar with the usual six-line format to a new perspective on line arrangement. The change in line format in his translation reflects a shift in his horizon of expectations on sijo, something engendered by his new understanding of the kagok ch'ang. Kim Unsong, famous both as a translator and a Korean American poet, published Classical Korean Poems (Sijo) (Appendix item no. 21), an anthology of sijo in English translation, in 1986. In this book, he applied English end rhyming schemes to his translations. This attempt is so uncommon that it is to be found in no other sijo materials in English translation save for the work of Gale. Kim was aware that this rhyming scheme might spoil the flavor of the original sijo poems. Nevertheless, as he noted in his introduction to a later edition, he deliberately applied this poetic device "in order to add some classical flavor." 58 It also cannot be denied that he employed this end rhyme scheme to remain loyal to the "ears of English-speaking aliens." 59 Two other noticeable elements of his translations are his addition of Asian art plates relevant to the content of individual poems "in order to appeal to readers' eyes and tastes," 60 and his providing each poem with a title.
Finally, let us turn to the case of Virginia Olsen Baron. 61 Her Sunset in a Spider Web (Appendix item no. 14), an anthology of sijo in English translation, particularly influenced those who composed sijo in English. In catalogs of libraries and bookstores, Baron appears as the main author, but it would be more accurate to say that she had the role of an adapter in this anthology, while Park Chung-seuk, a Korean scholar, was the original translator. Baron mentions her motives for the adaptation:
The sijo poems in this collection were rendered into literal English by a scholar who was born and grew up in Korea. In adapting the poems, I tried to make them more at home in English, adding a word here or there, dropping some, changing some, but always attempting to preserve the way of life which is reflected through these Korean sijo poems.
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One thing to be noted is that this book has been received as children ' after Gale, we see that Kang's translations share common elements with those of Gale, notably in line format, the use of the term "song" to designate the sijo, and their shared views on translation, and that their common line format contrasts sharply with the practices of later translators. Furthermore, it should also be noted that Gale and Kang hold singular positions in Korean translation history as pioneers of sijo translation.
Appendix. List of Sijo in English Translation (by date of appearance)
Those books that have the character of a sijo anthology are marked (O), while cases in which a book introduces some sijo examples but cannot be considered an anthology are marked (ㅿ). Sijo examples found in journal or magazine articles have no mark.
